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What’s upshotMK?
We’re a free weekly newsletter that 
focuses on the positive things and 
support available to help us all get 
through this challenging new time! 

This PDF file is free to download 
from a number of places, but if 

you have a vulnerable neighbour 
that isn’t so technical maybe 
you can print a copy out and 

post it through their letterbox?

positive stories in  
 challenging times

Brought to you through:
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Do you have  
something positive  

to share?
We’re a free weekly newsletter that 
focuses on the positive things and 

support available to help us all 
get through this challenging new 
time! If you have a positive story 
to share, send them to us via our 

Facebook page @upshotmk,  
email editor@upshotmk.co.uk  

or text/WhatsApp them to  
07515 357228.

This PDF file is free to download 
from a number of places, but if 

you have a vulnerable neighbour 
that isn’t so technical maybe 
you can print a copy out and 

post it through their letterbox?
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Brought to you through:

Gym pumps up positive vibes  
for Willen Hospice!

This week énergie Fitness Kiln Farm 
has been recruiting its amazing 
community of members to raise 
money for Willen Hospice! We have 
taken our entire presence online 
during this lockdown period and 
launched a virtual “48 hour relay 
run”, due to take place from 17th to 
19th April. 

Gym members and others are able to 
book a 20, 40 or 60 minute running 
slot on the Willen Hospice website, 
along with a sponsorship page to 
help raise some much needed funds. 
Our virtual baton will be passed 
along within a live Zoom feed from 
each runner at every stage, so that 
we can support them and be with 
them every step of the way! 

The idea was inspired by one of 
our members who had seen that 
an Italian man had run a marathon 
on his balcony! If he can do that, 
then we can go one step better! 
Anyone of any ability and in any 
circumstance can join in with this 
event from the comfort of their home, 
garden or garage!

bit.ly/energie-fitness-willen-
hospice

One of énergie Fitness’ amazing 
members, Paola Collins, 
supplied nearly 100 Easter eggs 
to Willen Hospice! So many 
eggs that the team needed to 
deploy its van to deliver them to 
staff and residents. Paola said 
“I know this is a tough time for 
many but hope this can bring a 
smile to some peoples’ faces!”

Anyone of any ability and 
in any circumstance can 

join in with this event
 

By Claire Banbury, énergie Fitness
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send them to us via our Facebook 

page @upshotmk, email  
editor@upshotmk.co.uk  
or text/WhatsApp them to  
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Brought to you through:

Do You Dare To Care?
One of the amazing things about 
our current crisis is the amount 
of volunteering and charity 
happening. Caring is clearly in 
the UK DNA. Just look at some of 
these numbers:

Scouts, Guides and the National 
Trust all have thousands of 
volunteers but the biggest by far now 
is the new NHS responder service 
with 750,000 already signed up. I 
joined myself (no doubt inspired 
by my mum’s 30+ years as an MK 
hospital volunteer) but I’m still waiting 
for my first call up.
There are so many ways we can 
help in Milton Keynes. Among our 
upshotMK editorial team we have 
charity trustees, food bank helpers, 
Community Supporters, language 
teachers, art assistants and more. 
Not forgetting help for neighbours 
friends and family.

David has been volunteering for MK 
Coronavirus Community Support for 
a few weeks. “It’s not been difficult – 
I have a daily walk to look for posters 
in the window asking for help, and I 
get occasional requests to pick up 
prescriptions or do a bit of shopping. 
Not much time is needed, but it can 
make a big difference to someone in 
need. Why not visit mk19cv.org to 
get involved!”
You can also try the main MK website 
for all sorts of volunteer ideas, info 
and advice:
communityactionmk.org

By Sean McDermott

20 million  
people 

volunteer each year 

11 million  
people 

volunteer at least 
once a year

165,000
voluntary organisations

£10billion
in charity donations each year

It’s been an uplifting, 
fascinating, time-consuming, 
engaging and enlightening 
couple of months, and thank 
you for being part of that!
When we first started putting 
together upshotMK it was amazing 
to see so many different community 
groups and individuals coming 
together to offer assistance, raise 
awareness of local issues and reach 
out to people across Milton Keynes 
who were in need of help.

All the groups and causes we’ve 
highlighted are still doing their great 
work and we absolutely encourage 

you to continue supporting those 
endeavours wherever you can.

If there’s one thing I can take away 
from this project it’s that there are 
some great people out there doing 
some really innovative things to make 
a difference!

However, you’ve got to step back 
occasionally and check you’re doing 
the right thing with the resources at 
hand. And although we have had 
good feedback about the newsletter 
itself, it’s become clear that one of 
the original intentions (that people 
print copies for non-tech savvy 
neighbours to post through their 
door) isn’t really happening. 

And that means that the way we 
produce this publication is therefore 
not the most efficient method.

So rather than this weekly digest we 
will continue to communicate through 
our social media channels; sharing 
the stories that uplift and focus 
on all the good that is happening 
around us, but we will no longer be 
producing the weekly PDF file.

Please like our FB page if you want 
to continue to see our posts - in the 
meantime, stay safe and well and 
carry on looking after those around 
you! 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!

By David Lovesy
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Do you have  
something positive  

to share?
We’re a free weekly newsletter that 
focuses on the positive things and 
support available to help us all get 
through this challenging new time! 

If you have a positive story to share, 
send them to us via our Facebook 

page @upshotmk, email  
editor@upshotmk.co.uk  
or text/WhatsApp them to  

07515 357228.

This PDF file is free to download 
from a number of places, but if 

you have a vulnerable neighbour 
that isn’t so technical maybe 
you can print a copy out and 

post it through their letterbox?
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Brought to you through:

Government advice is now to wear 
masks more often. Anything that 
covers your nose and mouth could 
help, but masks are best. Here are  
a few reminders/ideas:
• Nose and mouth must be fully 

covered
• Use the ear-loops to put on/ 

take off masks.
• ASAP after use, put into a 

separate bag/ the washing/ or 
hang outside

• Use once, then wash in hot, soapy 
water/use a hot steam iron (avoid 
the elastic as it might melt)

Why not make your own? 
Choose colours/styles you like. 
There’s loads of help online, including 
patterns from scratch, clever uses for 
old t-shirts, and even ways to recycle 
socks and underwear. 
Friend of upshotMK Philippa 
Tipper has made 50+ masks and 
recommends 3 layers:
Two 100% cotton layers (for 
breathability - use tight weave/high 
thread count). 
One middle 100% polyester layer 
(J-cloths are also good) .
Wash everything before you start, to 
avoid shrinkage.
For the ties/elastic, try stretchy 
t-shirts, hair bands/scrunchies.
To ensure close-fitting round the 
nose, sew in some bendy wire (or 
maybe twisty-ties).

Some mask pattern help:  
https://bit.ly/facemaskmaking

Masks with no sewing:  
https://bit.ly/no-sew-masks

Video help:
Pattern/making advice:
https://youtu.be/9sfsRitOUA0

From MK local, Alison Bancroft:
https://youtu.be/abt7ypCszQU

Lots more info here:
https://bit.ly/lots-more-masks

MAKE YOUR OWN MASKS!
By Sean McDermott
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Brought to you through:

MK Food Bank normally does 
a fantastic job as a vital part of 
some people’s lives, but since 
circumstances have changed so 
quickly their work has become 
more essential than ever! 
Since lockdown began, demand for 
the Food Bank’s particular brand of 
support has increased five-fold. A 
daunting task for any charity, but with 
the fantastic support they receive 
from the community of Milton Keynes 
they have been able to step up to the 
challenge.
Unable to do the normal fundraising 
events or organise collections in the 
same way that they had previously, 
the charity has been delighted with 
the support it has received. 

Partnering with Milton Keynes 
Council, they have been supplied 
with an additional storage resource 
and volunteers to help dish out the 
1100 food parcels per week they now 
need to donate. And where is some 
of this food coming from?
Well, streets across Milton Keynes 
have taken to organising their own 
collections - with designated people 
in the street maintaining social 
distancing measures and arranging 
collections during sanctioned 
walks and then delivering to safe 
drop-off points for redistribution. 
Middleton, Milton Keynes Village 
and Old Stratford are all now making 
significant regular donations.
If you have larger packages, Food 
Bank Xtra can even collect from your 
street! Call 01908 565852 for details.

If you would like to consider 
setting up collections in your 
street, or donating to the MK Food 
Bank’s Localgiving page, visit their 
website and see what you can do!
http://mkfoodbank.org.uk

MK Food 
Bank

By 
David 
Lovesy
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Welcome to the 
Second Edition 
and Happy 
Easter!
We’re a free weekly newsletter 
that focuses on the positive 
things and support available 
to help us all get through this 
challenging new time! If you 
have a positive story to share, 
please send it to the team at 
editor@upshotmk.co.uk. 
This PDF file is free to download 
from a number of places, but if 
you have a vulnerable neighbour 
that isn’t so technical maybe 
you can print a copy out and 
post it through their letterbox? 
It helps us all to stay connected! 
Stay safe, and wash your hands!

David Lovesy

Do you have  
something positive  

to share?
Heard a story this week of 
someone going out of their 
way to be helpful? Want to 

acknowledge a kindly deed? 
We’re looking for uplifting and 
positive content to share in our 

free weekly MK newsletter. 
Send your stories to us via our 
Facebook page @upshotmk,  

email editor@upshotmk.co.uk  
or text/WhatsApp them to  

07515 357228.

This Thursday evening at 8pm many 
of us will decide to go outside into 
our gardens, stand on our doorsteps, 
or lean out of our windows. Some of 
us will be there with just our hands 
(beautifully scented, but cracked too 
after all of the handwashing). Others 
will be there with pots and pans, 
sticks and buckets and all sorts 
of other combinations designed 
to make a racket - and for two 
minutes, we’ll be showing an audible 
recognition for those on the front line 
whilst we stay at home.
There will be all sorts of different 
people joining in for all kinds of 
different reasons but everyone will 
be there trying to make connections 
and trying to send a message. 

There are differences in the 
messages we hope to send but, in 
a way, they are all saying the same 
thing - we need each other!
I’ll be clapping for my brother, his 
wife and my nephew who all work in 
the NHS, for my postman nephew, 
my midwife niece, and other family 
members, friends and neighbours. 
And of course, I’ll be clapping for 
anyone else who is working on the 
front line, taking the risks that will get 
us through these strange times.

Positive stories  
in challenging  

times
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Who will you  
be clapping for ?

By Sean McDermott

Clap for our NHSEvery Thursday8pm

Brought to you through:

Issue 1  |  April 2020

Hand Sanitiser Aid
Wharf Distillery (used to be in 
Wolverton, now in Paulerspury) 
have now temporarily repurposed 
to produce WHO standard hand 
sanitizer and have set up a 
‘Gofundme’ page. 
For every £10 raised they will give 
away 1L of sanitizer to:
•	 Charities	working	directly	with	

high-risk	individuals	
•	 Charities	supporting	high-risk	

individuals
•	 High	risk	individuals
The ‘Gofundme’ page  
can be found at:  
https://www.gofundme.com/f/
hand-sanitiser-aid

Welcome to the 
first edition  
of UpshotMK
We’re	a	free	weekly	newsletter	
that focuses on the positive 
things and support available 
to help us all get through this 
challenging new time! If you 
have a positive story to share, 
please send it to David Lovesy 
at david@hivecreative.co.uk. 
This will be a freely 
downloadable PDF from a 
number of places, but if you 
have a vulnerable neighbour 
that isn’t so technical maybe 
you can print a copy out and 
post it through their letterbox? 
Helps us all to stay connected! 
We’ve got this, people!
David Lovesy 
Editor

Do you have  
something positive  

to share?
Heard	a	story	this	week	of	
someone going out of their 
way to be helpful? Want to 
acknowledge	a	kindly	deed?	
We’re	looking	for	uplifting	and	
positive content to share in our 
free	weekly	MK	newsletter.	

Send your stories to us via our 
Facebook	page	@upshotmk,  

email david@hivecreative.co.uk 
or text/WhatsApp them to  

07515 357228.

KEEP IT 
CLEAN
By Simon Dodson, Concept Clean

Concept	Clean	regularly	like	to	“put	
a	bit	back”	in	the	community,	and	
as a gesture to show we’re all in it 
together they gave their time to do a 
deep clean and sanitising of the play 
area	and	equipment	at	Oxley	Park	
Academy.
Some of their other community 
projects include street sign cleaning, 
graffiti	removal,	cleaning	the	bus	
shelter and homeless shelter and 
many other donated services.
Good	work,	gang!
See	more	of	their	work	at	 
conceptclean.co.uk

Positive stories  
in challenging  

times
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Brought to you through:

Love Rocks MK

Whilst we are still being advised to 
stay at home as much as possible, 
that shouldn’t stop us from being 
creative! Just take a look at Love 
Rocks MK. 
They have more than 5.5K members 
on Facebook. Moderator Ali Dean 
states, “Painted rocks are from their 
very beginnings as the “kindness 
rock project” a therapeutic and 
relaxing art in their making, a way of 
getting fresh air and exercise in their 
hiding and finding, and it’s a very 
uplifting experience to be a finder 
or see a post on here that one of 
your rocks has been found - at the 
moment we all need things to cheer 
us up, but also most importantly we 
want to keep everyone safe.” 
During this time, members are being 
encouraged to keep creating and 
sharing pictures of their painted 

rocks with the group until such a  
time as they are able to set their 
creations free, keeping them on 
windowsills, gardens, or safely in 
the house until it is possible to get 
out and to hide more. If you want 
to get involved, take a look at their 
Facebook page. There are already 
lots of these rocks hidden around 
Milton Keynes that you may well spot 
on your local, daily exercise. If you do 
spot a rock, either take a photo and 
leave them in situ or if you are going 
to pick them up to keep or relocate 
please make sure you are wearing 
gloves or have some hand sanitiser 
with you! There are some amazing 
creations to be found including 
these fabulous rocks in tribute to our 
wonderful NHS by Babs Hughes.
https://bit.ly/loverocksmk

Love  
Rocks 
MK

By Joy Dilnot



What’s coming up to 
keep you entertained?

 
The Comedy Cow  
Virtual Pub Quiz 
Friday 22nd May  
No need to register or book tickets 
for this popular online event - live 
streamed on their Comedy Cow 
page! 7.50pm - 10.30pm. 
https://bit.ly/comedycowquiz 

 
Meerkat Music Presents:  
Take That and Robbie Williams 
Friday 29th May  
Join Aleksandr Orlov’s Facebook 
page for a very special evening 
with Take That and Robbie 
Williams. Streaming from their 
homes, to yours! 8pm - 9pm. 
https://bit.ly/takethatmeerkat

 
Streetfood Sessions Socially 
Distanced Drive Through 
Saturday 30th May  
Some of MK’s finest streetfood 
vendors, reasonably priced drinks 
and some funky tunes to listen 
to as you prebook food and then 
collect from their socially distanced 
drive though! 5pm - 9pm. 
https://bit.ly/MKStreetFood

Founded over thirty-five years 
ago, the Living Archive collects, 
preserves and shares the history 
and heritage of Milton Keynes (or 
paradise on earth, as I like to think 
of it - Ed).

It was originally conceived as 
an antidote to the assertion that 
‘new towns have no history’, and 
was nurtured by the belief that 
‘everybody has a story to tell’, 
it has recorded, archived and 
celebrated the unique history of 
residents’ lives and sense of place. 

It has showcased these memories 
through photographic exhibits, 
recorded interviews, school 
workshops, stage musicals and 
community plays (I remember 
being in one myself, playing a 
Police Sergeant hell-bent on 
stopping local band “The Rockets” 
- Ed) amongst many other aspects 
of creative media, delivered by a 
dedicated team of volunteers.

Do you keep a diary?
One project they are running during 
these unprecedented times is the 
collating of “lockdown diaries” as 
a record of how we all got through 
this interesting patch of history. Do 
you keep a diary? Would you start 
keeping one for lockdown? Rachel 
at the Living Archive might like to 
hear from you, and may well want 
an interview when this is all over! 
She can be contacted at  
rachel@livingarchive.org.uk 
https://www.livingarchive.org.uk

SPOTLIGHT 
ON A LOCAL 
CAUSE:
By David Lovesy

VIRTUAL 
EVENT 
DIARY

THE LIVING ARCHIVE

 2

Remember how you’d need to use 
up an entire disposable camera and 
wait a week for a chance of getting 
a decent photo from your family 
barbeque? There’s no need to fear the 
judgemental stickers of Snappy Snaps 
(“Quality Warning” anyone?) these 
days as we’re quick to take selfies on 
our smartphones. We can sometimes 
overlook that it’s never been easier to 

take a family portrait, immortalise a 
memory or snap a celebration.

What’s the thing that’s really tickled 
you this year? Is it seeing the Starship 
robots cheerfully making their 
deliveries? Take a picture! Is it seeing 
the flowers swiftly bursting into bloom 
on your walking route? Take a picture! 
Is it sharing time with your family?

Put your favourite clothes on, scrub 
yourself up, lean your phone on a 
pile of books, set the timer and say 
“Cheese!”

Make use of this time,  
now, to make memories  
for tomorrow…

Capturing Memories By Amy Hansford

https://bit.ly/comedycowquiz
https://bit.ly/takethatmeerkat
https://bit.ly/MKStreetFood
mailto:rachel%40livingarchive.org.uk?subject=Lockdown%20Diary
https://www.livingarchive.org.uk


To quote the Blues Brothers, 
everybody needs somebody. Below 
are some useful contact numbers 
for various mental and physical 
wellbeing needs:

MK Corona Virus  
Community Support 
Help with small, practical tasks. 
Helping hands coordinators  
in all areas 
www.mk19cv.org

Youth Information Service (YiS) 
Youth counselling services 
Messenger: https://bit.ly/ 
fb-message-yis

MIND 
Mental health support 
mind.org.uk

AgeUK 
24 hour helpline for the elderly 
0800 470 80 90

AgeUK Covid-19  
Emergency Service 
Mon - Fri, 9am - 4pm 
01908 550700

Milton Keynes Council  
Food Bank Xtra 
Mon - Fri, 10am - 4pm 
For people in severe debt or crisis 
01908 565852

Milton Keynes Council  
Out-of-hours Emergency Number 
01908 226699

Useful  
Contacts

Celebrate good deeds and kindly acts 
by sending your shout-outs to our  

FB page or email  
shoutout@upshotmk.co.uk

“Shout out to Philippa, a good friend 
of the upshotMK team, who has 

taken it upon herself to make quality 
personalised facemasks for lots of her 

friends and their families, and then 
safely deliver them to their homes. I’ve 
been wearing mine quite comfortably 

and my daughter is happy to wear hers 
now it matches the outfit!  

Thanks, Phil!” 
David Lovesy

Check out our 
top 5 ideas for 
online meets!
MUSICAL STATUES
Instead of the last one to freeze,  
look for who moves!

CORNERS
When the music pauses, count 3-2-
1-Go and have the children display 
a number from 1-6 on their fingers. 
Roll a dice, and the children with 
that number held up lose a life (don’t 
worry – they have infinite lives!) The 
winner is the last person left with all 
their lives. 

ABC
The old favourite of “I went to the 
shops and I bought an...” aardvark, 
banana, croissant, etc. Each child 
repeats and adds something to the 
ever-expanding list!

SCAVENGER HUNT
Simply state an object or theme and 
the participants need to run, grab it 
and be in the first three to return to 
their screen with the item to win a 
point! It can be precise (a baking tray) 
or more open to interpretation  
(a shape, a colour etc).

DISGUSTING SOUP
Each child takes it in turn to mime 
adding something disgusting to an 
imaginary cauldron. Who’ll be brave 
enough to drink it at the end? 

All the best with your 
online adventures!
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Celebrate good deeds and kindly acts 
by sending your shout-outs to our  

FB page or email  
shoutout@upshotmk.co.uk

“Shout out to Philippa, a good friend 
of the upshotMK team, who has 

taken it upon herself to make quality 
personalised facemasks for lots of her 

friends and their families, and then 
safely deliver them to their homes. I’ve 
been wearing mine quite comfortably 

and my daughter is happy to wear hers 
now it matches the outfit!  

Thanks, Phil!” 
David Lovesy

By Amy Hansford

It’s day 3986 of lockdown and the day you’ve been anticipating arrives – it’s 
your child’s birthday and you’ve promised them an online party with all their 
friends! But what to do? The great news is that social distancing doesn’t mean 
you have to cancel fun and games. There’s plenty of joy to be found using 
video calls for get togethers, without having to tidy up all the cake crumbs 
afterwards.

There’s plenty of joy... 
without having to tidy up 
cake crumbs afterwards!

 

Kids Parties - on lockdown?

http://www.mk19cv.org
https://bit.ly/fb-message-yis
https://bit.ly/fb-message-yis
https://www.mind.org.uk/
mailto:shoutout%40upshotmk.co.uk?subject=
mailto:shoutout%40upshotmk.co.uk?subject=


To submit content for future online sharing please email editor@upshotmk.co.uk, or via our Facebook page @upshotmk

WORD 
SEARCH
One last wordsearch, once 
again created by upshotMK’s 
own David Lovesy.

Caption  
Competition

Earlier this week we posted a photo on our social media 
channels and invited people to offer captions.
Keep an eye out by liking our socials, and have a go at 
next week’s photo! 
For this week’s pic, our favourite entry comes from 
Steve Clark (oddly enough, the chap in the photo!):

THE MYSTERIOUS TALE OF AN 
UNKNOWN STORY - THE END!
The final part of our creative 
tale comes from Dhwani 
Pillai. The whole story can be 
read on the upshotMK web 
page here:
http://hivecreative.co.uk/
upshotmk

Happy reading!
“They were shifted to a new 

land. At the bottom of the 
sea’s murky depths. 
“Great, we are stuck 
in the bottom of the 
sea.” The current 
meekly came out 
of its hiding place 
within her locket. 
“What do think the 
monster meant 
by ‘Mermaid’s 
amulet’? This 
locket is simply a 
family heirloom,” 

Alice asked Jack as they 
looked around, “Do you 
t…” Jack began to ask 
Alice. But she wasn’t 
interested, she was 
occupied by the sight in 
front of her. “Now listen 
here, Diamond Gnomes,” 
shouted the commander 
in a gruff voice, “My 
advisor has failed to obtain 
the amulet from the girl. 
Whoever bears the amulet 
is the Emperor or Empress 
of the entire underwater 
kingdom. We may be blind 
but not defeated. WE WILL 
RULE THE KINDGOM!”. 
Alice limply pointed toward 
a door behind them, her 
face pearly-white, to find 
out she was the Empress of 
the ocean. The blue pearl’s 
safety was in her hands.”

EmilyJoy SeanDavid

Editorial: Design:

upshotMK 

Team:

“You met up with TWO friends in an  

open space... you’re a naughty boy, 

Fawlty... Don’t do it again!

S F T I M U C O Y A D A S E I
C M C G G O P A R E S K R A T
E E T S R T R T A E T S T S A
I T E N M C A M I T H R U C U
E A E O H O A R D I G U B U A
T R D I R M O E S C I E R D E
S B V V L M L C F S L U K O K
I E R E E U I P A R T I E S P
D L E M K N I M E F O E O I I
E E U G N I T F I L P U F C T
I C A K E C R U M B S S S U C
F A C E M A S K R A V D R A A
R T A D O T O P A E T R E F D
O E T C S E U T A T S E D O A
S A O R O E P T S K I E K A R

Aardvark 
Adventures
Archive
Uplifting
Cake Crumbs
Celebrate
Communicate
Corners
Diary
Facemask
Memories
Parties
Soup
Spotlight
Statues

The answers will be shown online!

Last week’s solution
D L C M U S P A E I Y O C S K
C P E C E M M A S K S O P I E
B G R N O I T I T E P M O C C
K E L E C P T U O I U U H R N
B C A Y H E H C R P C E S C E
W R V B A D G E S A E H C A Y
A C O L Y A D H T R I B N P O
I A M W O I O B F E K N R T P
B O G C N T V U L C O M B I E
K C N O M I L D M Y O K W O C
E T E K N A E N S C C E S N W
Y C T T V D R S S L A C P A I
D I A M R E M I O E I Y E W W
M G A R E T D S N R C E K F I
E M M T I O I A P E B M T P O
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